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***Read Our Reviews. Updated as of May 2013*** Grammer and spelling corrections have been

made which was the books only negative feedback.Bitcoin is the digital currency that will save the

world from economic collapse and political tyranny. The Bitcoin Revolution explains what Bitcoins

are, how they are used, and the advantages and disadvantages of using Bitcoins as money. The

Bitcoin Revolution also hopes to awaken people to the idea that a decentralized currency, which

can be untraceable to any single person, may be the antidote to the sickness of big government.

For the first time in history, technology is allowing people to "opt out" of the inflation and destruction

of their money. And because Bitcoin is the brainchild of cryptography (codes) no amount of violence

or threats from the government will be able to stop it's inevitable domination should the mainstream

adopt Bitcoin as currency. The Bitcoin Revolution is brought to you by Jarrod Dennis and Max

Wright, two liberty-minded entrepreneurs from www.SuccessCouncil.com.Check out more at:

www.SuccessCouncil.com/BitcoinRevolution/GetStarted
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I am an anarcho-capitalist who loves what this book has to say about politics and the economic

advice that it gives. However, to be brutally honest, this book has numerous spelling, punctuation,

and grammatical errors on nearly every page: the plural form of a noun being used when clearly the

possessive form was intended, reversed words, missing words, commas in the wrong places

(resulting in a very choppy feel to the entire book), failure to capitalize proper nouns, and too many

other types of erros to mention.I understand that this was probably written on the fly, but making a

good impression with the masses is vital with material this important, and a modicum of

proofreading should have eliminated most of these errors. Since I learned about Bitcoin and related

topics and find the predictions interesting, I would have given this book five stars if it weren't for the

horrendous use of English (and no, I'm not an English professor who does this sort of thing for a

living-my background is in engineering, so I pay attention to detail). In terms of political philosophy, I

am clearly very close to the authors, so this partially-harsh review is most definitely *not* from some

malicious libertarian-hating statist with an axe to grind. Five stars for content and one star for use of

language yield a score of three stars. Continue writing great ideas, but please proofread thoroughly

next time.

As the title reveals , Bitcoin Revolution is a Bullish presentation of the history and facts contributing

to the rise and promising future of Bitcoin. The author takes you through a thorough background not

on the technical foundations of Bitcoin but the practical characteristics of Bitcoin as a sound fiat

currency replacement. Not letting their optimism bubble over too much there are chapters dedicated

to threats to Bitcoin as well as the security concerns for protecting your Bitcoin holdings.Overall

Bitcoin revolution is an easy read and presents material in a way that it is completely accessible to

us non-technical folks. I have to say after reading this book I think Iâ€™ve caught the Bitcoin Bug!

This is a very good introduction to bitcoin, but I find many views on the subject are very biased and

too optmistical. So it should be taken with a grain of salt.Also, it doesn't offer any kind of advice in

case things go totally wrong with bitcoin, because of this underlined assumption that bitcoin is

gonna save the world.

If you want to read about why central banks and people like Paul Krugmann don't like Bitcoin, this is

the book for you. If you are looking for a book about how Bitcoin works, you can find that information

in here with some digging, but you will be better served by other books.



The explanation I was looking for, to a concept that at first sounded SO Bizzare !! BUT, it's real and

this book will give you the information needed to get started using this means of monetary transfer.

No joke , I could see things going to this on a certain level but doubt it's long term viability. I mean

Really, it depends totally on computers and the power grid. " HAL !!! Where the blankety blank is my

blanken money !!! Oh, I'm so sorry Dave I don't think you really have any money in your account

anymore !"

This is a good non-technical read of what Bitcoin is and how it works. I have read a few articles and

things on Bitcoin on forums, and wasn't able to really grasp how it works until this book. I have been

a gold bug for years, and found the comparisons interesting. I was also intrigued by the

"underground" internet, and how that economy is using Bitcoin. I would like to hear more from these

authors on what will happen if governments get involved in regulating Bitcoin. I also have used their

Starter Kit, and found it very, very helpful for a non-tech person like myself. Overall, this book is

easy to read and explores exciting concepts and vision for this new currency.

Such a great book!It gave me a different perspective on monetary system, provided great tips and

answered all my questions on how to buy and sell bitcoins.If you are looking to secure a better

future, would definitely recommend reading this book.

Good 101 class book for Bitcoin to start with. I knew nothing about Bitcoin before reading this book.

However, I do still have many questions. Some of which may have been answered if the links were

accessible. All in all this was a solid appetizer to bitcoin, and definitively want to learn more about it.
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